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The Vancouver market continued it’s slow and gradual 
descent in the month of November. Home purchases 
are seasonally slower this time of year, however this 
year has been particularly quiet and that should come 
as no surprise to anyone who has been following the 
market. Across the city of Vancouver home sales slid 
42% compared to the same month last year. To put this 
into context, this was the fewest home sales in ten years 
for the month of November. Inventory continued to 
climb, increasing 22% from last year and as a result of the 
weak sales and rising inventory, has now pushed prices 
lower across all property segments. Lending continues 
to tighten across the big banks with some of that slack 
being picked up by private lenders who issue higher 
rates and shorter loan terms. Both buyers and sellers are 
struggling to adjust to the changing market conditions. 
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The detached housing market remained sluggish in November. In the city of Vancouver 
detached sales fell 32% year-over-year and trickled in at a ten-year low for the month. 
Again, to suggest sales are weak would be an understatement. Detached sales were 55% 
below the 10-year average for the month of November. 

Sales volumes are incredibly weak with buyers looking for steep discounts and many 
sellers still unrealistic with their asking prices. However, sellers who need to sell for 
whatever reason are increasingly having to lower their prices. There is often a rhetoric that 
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City of Vancouver - Detached House Sales in November
Source: REBGV, Steve Saretsky
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“sellers simply won’t sell” if they don’t get their price, and while this may be true the reality 
is there are still sellers who absolutely need to move on, such as estate sales, divorces or job 
relocation. These sellers are ultimately setting the benchmark lower. Homeowners who 
are actually wanting to sell would be wise to create the market, i.e. set an asking price that 
factors in current conditions and anticipate that prices will move lower, as opposed to 
slowly cutting prices and constantly chasing the market lower.

On a more positive note, new listings actually fell 26% year-over-year, this pushed 
inventory lower by 6% compared to last year. However, total inventory was still 8% above 
the 10-year average for November. The drop in new listings re-enforces the view that we 
are not seeing any panic or rush for the exits so to speak. But again, we are hearing of more 
and more sellers pulling their listing out of frustration with the aim to re-list the property 
in the spring. Will this create a spike in new listings? It is certainly possible and could be a 
further catalyst to push prices lower. 

click here to sign up for the saretsky report!
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The sales/actives ratio remains near historic lows, sitting at just 8% in November. In other 
words, just 8% of currently listed homes sold this month, which means it would take 13 
months to sell the current supply assuming no new homes were listed. 

click here to sign up for the saretsky report!

In a research paper titled "Housing is the Business Cycle" the author provides evidence 
that typically in housing downturns it takes about two years from the time sales volumes 
peak to price declines being realized. One of the reasons for that, we believe, is that 
price discovery in real estate is particularly difficult. Each house is unique and there is no 
perfect price metric to gauge how much prices have declined. A good example of this is 
in the city of Vancouver where the average sales price of a detached home shows a drop 
of 2.3% year-over-year in November, and the median shows a decline of 4.2%. Both of 
these are unrealistic, and real prices declines from the peak in 2016 are off about 15-25% 
depending on the price point. 

To better illustrate the price declines we used a 3-month moving average. This now shows 
an 18% decline from peak prices set in April 2016. 

Vancouver Detached Sales Price Using 3-Month Average
Source: REBGV, Steve Saretsky
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Condo Market

Vancouver’s condo market saw the steepest decline in sales this month. Condo sales 
dropped a rather concerning 46% year-over-year in November to a ten-year low. While 
this steep decline may surprise some people, we have been cautioning of this for quite 
some time. A weakening detached market which has pushed prices noticeably lower 
has finally trickled down into the condo market. The strength of the detached market 
was important for a number of reasons. Firstly, most first time buyers are receiving help 
from Mom & Dad. Per Will Dunning of Mortgage Professionals Canada First time 
buyers sourced $4 of every $10 of their down payment from the bank of mom in Canada 
between the years 2015 to 2018. The reality is, mom and dad have lost some equity over 
the past year or so, at least on paper.  This makes it more difficult to refinance and/or tap 
home equity lines of credit which are frequently used to help with the down payment 
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Residential Mortgages and HELOCs at the "Big 6"
Source: Company Reports, BMO Capital Markets
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Weaker sales in the Condo market allowed inventory to increase 72% year-over-year.  
The large jump allowed inventory to accumulate to its highest total for the month of 
November since 2014.  However it’s important to point out that condo inventory remains 
low on a historical basis. 

for first time buyers (The average HELOC balance in BC sits at $123,797).  This may get 
even more difficult moving forward as OSFI has put pressure on the banks to reign in and 
begin stress testing home equity lines of credit which now represent 17.5% of total real 
estate secured consumer loans at the big six banks. 

Total Condo Inventory for November

The trend of declining sales and rising inventory has pushed prices lower. Condo prices, 
even for entry level units have been declining over the past several months. Unlike single-
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family homes, price discovery for condos is much less complicated. Each condo unit in 
a particular building are all quite similar, so once a lower price is set in a building it tends 
to reset the benchmark moving forward. As you can see, the average price per square 
foot peaked out in January 2018 following a rush of buyers aiming to get ahead of the 
mortgage stress tests.  Since then the average price per square foot has been declining and 
now shows a 5% drop year-over-year.

Average Price Per Square Foot

A slowing resale market also spells trouble for the pre sale condo space which up until 
recently has been setting record high prices. Today, developers have been ramping up 
incentives and lowering deposit structures in order to entice buyers.  We believe this 
market is highly susceptible to deteriorating market conditions for a number of reasons. 
If prices continue to decline speculative buyers will not be able to flip contracts, financing 
will become more difficult, and some buyers may simply opt to walk away, especially if 
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deposits are not large enough. 

Multiple real estate service companies that work closely with the development community 
have been reporting on the slowdown. Per MLA Canada, presale absorptions peaked in 
January at 94% and have since trended lower to just 37.5% in November. Urban Analytics 
Estimates prices are off between 5 to 15% depending on the housing type and location, 
and with a record high of nearly 45,000 units under construction all of these units will 
need to close in the coming years, ultimately adding to the supply. Will the demand be 
there to meet it? 

2018 Same Month Sales vs. Units Released
Source: MLA Canada
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Summary

In summary, the Vancouver housing market continues to remain sluggish. There has been 
little change in the single-family market, prices continue to inch lower and sellers remain 
cautiously optimistic. The big story now developing is the abrupt slowdown in the condo 
market. Prices have peaked out and have been trending lower for several months. This 
is hardly surprising given how weak the detached housing market has become and the 
fact mortgage lending  continues to tighten.  The presale condo space will be equally 
important to watch moving forward.  There is plenty of supply en route and if market 
conditions continue to worsen it could pose problems for buyers upon completion. 

While this report mostly focuses on the micro-data of the Vancouver real estate market 
we think it is critically important to understand the current macro environment.  Many 
within the real estate industry are blaming the recent slowdown due to a barrage of policies 
from the BC government.  While they have certainly lent a helping hand to cooling the 
market it is important to take a broader view and understand that the recent slowdown in 
real estate is a more of a global phenomenon. Housing markets in Australia, China, Hong 
Kong, London,  Sweden,  and the United States are all reporting weaker housing activity. 
This is largely a result of recent interest rate hikes, with the US federal Reserve leading the 
charge. The US Fed is also set to ramp up Quantitative tightening in Q4, aiming to shrink 
their balance sheet by a whopping $50 billion per month. Combined, this has created 
tighter financial conditions, higher borrowing costs, and is removing liquidity from 
capital markets. At the peak of QE (quantitative easing) the big 3 central banks (Federal 
Reserve, Europian Central Bank, Bank of Japan) were expanding their balance sheet at 
a cumulative annual rate of $2 trillion. From the 2016 highs to now, the rate of balance 
sheet expansion of the Big 3 has fallen to a modest USD $200 billion. 

Domestically, the annual pace of Canadian mortgage credit growth is now at its weakest 
pace of growth since June 2001. Meanwhile, consumer credit is rising at the slowest rate 
in any non-recessionary period in the past 50 years. 
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It should therefore not come as a surprise that year to date ( January through October) 
national home sales are at their lowest total since 2008, a particularly concerning number 
considering the unemployment rate sits at a ten year low with plenty of evidence to 
suggest that housing leads the economic cycle. 

Yet despite this, the Bank of Canada remains committed to their rate hiking path. It's no 
surprise the Canadian Home Builders Association is lobbying to have OSFI's mortgage 
stress test removed, a plea that will likely fall on deaf ears. 

Don’t expect much change in the Vancouver housing market in December as it is 
historically the slowest month for sales and new listings. All eyes are squarely focused on 
an important 2019 ahead. 
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Vancouver home sales across all property types through the first 11 months ( January 
through November) sit at an eighteen-year low. 

chart of the month
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Year To Forget

Vancouver Home Sales - January Through November
Source: REBGV, Steve Saretsky
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As of the end of October, foreign buying activity in the province of BC has accounted 
for $2.2B worth of residential home purchases, a drop of 28.5% from the same period 
last year. The province recently approved the BC speculation/empty homes tax through 
legislature and goes into force beginning in 2019.

saretsky ’s chart book

The Foreign Squeeze

Value of Foreign Residential Purchases in BC (Hundreds of $Mllions)
Source: BC Stats, Steve Saretsky
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Spreading The Risks

Per the Bank of Canada, the share of new uninsured mortgages going to highly indebted 
borrowers, those with loan to income ratios above 450% (4.5 times income) dropped to 
13% in the second quarter of this year, down from more than 18% last year. In Vancouver 
the number of highly leveraged borrowers dipped slightly to 38%. Have the risks been 
merely transferred from the traditional banking system and into the shadow banking 
sector? 

click here to sign up for the saretsky report!

Share of New Mortgages with a Loan to Income Above 450%
Source: Bank of Canada, Steve Saretsky
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Credit Crunch

Canada’s real residential mortgage credit growth has only been this low twice before. As 
of September, the annual pace of growth was 1.14%, down 70.8% from last year. It’s only 
been this low before in both 2001 and the early 1980s, before interest rates were slashed 
to bring it higher. However, a rate cut is not on the table today.

Real Canadian Mortgage Credit Growth
Source: Bank of Canada, Better Dwelling
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deep dive

Condos

This section provides a brief overview of the month that was across the Vancouver real estate market, including 
the percent change from one year ago in the condo, townhouse and detached markets.

NOV 2018 NOV 2017 % CHG (YR)

NumbeR Of sales 297 553 - 46%

NumbeR Of New listiNGs 667 684 - 2%

iNVeNtORY 1,717 988 74%

sales tO aCtiVe RatiO 17% 56% - 69%

mONtHs Of supplY 4.2 1.8 129%

aVG daYs ON maRket 30.5 19.3 58%

mediaN daYs ON maRket 21 9 133%

aVG pRiCe $888,208 $875,179 1%

mediaN pRiCe $693,000 $707,000 - 2%

aVG pRiCe peR sq ft $1,020 $1,039 - 2%

mediaN pRiCe peR sq ft $941 $1,004 - 6%

% Of listiNGs sOld OVeR askiNG 8% 48% - 83%
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Detached

Townhouses

NOV 2018 NOV 2017 % CHG (YR)

NumbeR Of sales 48 70 - 31%

NumbeR Of New listiNGs 85 129 - 34%

iNVeNtORY 284 235 21%

sales tO aCtiVe RatiO 17% 30% - 43%

mONtHs Of supplY 4.9 3.2 54%

aVG daYs ON maRket 38.6 16.8 129%

mediaN daYs ON maRket 31 10 210%

aVG pRiCe $1,017,627 $1,247,150 - 18%

mediaN pRiCe $933,000 $1,075,000 - 13%

peRCeNt Of listiNGs sOld OVeR askiNG 2% 43% - 95%

NOV 2018 NOV 2017 % CHG (YR)

NumbeR Of sales 120 177 - 32%

NumbeR Of New listiNGs 282 379 - 26%

iNVeNtORY 1,432 1,559 - 8%

sales tO aCtiVe RatiO 8% 11% - 26%

mONtHs Of supplY 10.2 7.6 34%

aVG daYs ON maRket 52.2 37.6 39%

mediaN daYs ON maRket 27 27 0%

aVG pRiCe $2,578,575 $2,639,854 - 2%

mediaN pRiCe $1,900,000 $1,978,000 - 4%

peRCeNt Of listiNGs sOld OVeR askiNG 8% 18% - 52%
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About Steve

Steve Saretsky is a Vancouver residential 
Realtor and author behind one of 
Vancouver’s most popular real estate blogs, 
Vancity Condo Guide. Steve is widely 
considered a thought leader in the industry 
with regular appearances on BNN, CBC, 
CKNW, CTV and as a contributor to BC 
Business Magazine.

Steve Saretsky provides real estate services 
throughout Greater Vancouver.  To inquire 
about listing or buying a property, please 
email:  steve@stevesaretsky.com.

http://vancitycondoguide.com/real-estate-services/
mailto:%20steve%40stevesaretsky.com?subject=
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